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Today is the first day of the Eid.
Mohammed, Noor and Abdullah have been
staying awake for a long time, but Noor
couldn’t handle it, so she slept and missed
the first feast. Mohammed and Abdullah
ran to the table full of delicious food but
only took a slice of brown bread and cheese
because they were so excited of the
celebration that will happen at their
grandparent’s house. Some of their
cousins will also be there.

They are all ready, and their dad was driving
the car going to grandparent’s house. Along
the way, Mohammed saw the happy faces of
people celebrating and enjoying the holiday.
When they arrived, everybody was busy
preparing for the celebrations. The ladies were
busy cooking the food. Mohammed saw a big
cake. There were cheese fatayer (boat-shaped
pastries filled with feta cheese), Halawet, a
classic Arabic sweet cheese rolls, Chicken Kabsa
and many more. His older cousins are busy
filling up the balloons with air secretly
inserting money inside for the games later.

Mohammed was happy to see his
cousins, aunts and uncles,
especially his grandma at
grandpa. It has been a while
since he saw them due to
pandemic. They seldom see each
other.

After eating, they all gathered in the hall for
the most exciting part of the day. The kids were
all excited. Mohammed and his sister Noor,
including their younger brother Abdullah
cannot wait to try and pop the balloons! Now,
it’s Mohammed turn. He popped the balloon, and
everything came bursting out. He actually got
the most special stuff. It was loaded with
confetti and 20 pieces of 100 riyals. All the kids
rushed to get everything. To add up to the
excitement, Uncle Ahmed, his mother’s brother,
throw candies and chocolates, there were
laughter all around. What an exciting first day
of Eid.

